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Zhundíi Saamba Náhzha 

Edîhtå’éh Ndehdhé Hólî     

K’çç Nádéhthízha T’áh  

Nahîî Dehcho Gáh Got’îê Thídlî 

Nádadítse T’áh  

Edi Gôndi Ndehdhé Káít’ô 
 
Nahîî, Dehcho Gáh Got’îê-ke, dáodéhthaa 

Nahendehé k’eh ait’ñ t’õh gots’êh dáondii 

edets’ç k’aúdéh eníddhê gots’êh dáondii 

megháádé Dene thídlîî k’çç aut’ñ eníddhê 

gháádé goidíh á aít’é. 

 

Nahendehé k’eh ndeh gots’êh tu zhágølî, 

dáodéhthaa Dene ídlé t’õh gots’êh, káa åáølí 

nahets’êh zôh azháît’é. Nóhtsî, nahendehé 

gots’êh tu k’éhthídíh gha ejô nínahónidhah á 

ahthít’e. 

 

Zhundíi, 1899 gots’êh 1921, ekúh Saamba 

Nálée-ke, Dene kéhle thâh edets’ç k’aúdéh 

ahthít’e k’çç naheghágenda t’áh nezû 

nahendehé k’eh nahéh gogundíh gha nahéh 

edîhtå’éh ndehdhé géhtsî îlé.    Dene thâh 

edets’ç k’aogedéh zôh dúle edîhtå’éh 

ndehdhé eåehéh gedetå’éh. Ezhi t’áh, 

Saamba Nálée-ke zôh dúyé thâhne ezhi 

edîhtå’éh ndehdhé gúlíi anagedleh. 

 

Nóhtsî dáondii nahendehé k’eh gúdíh gha 

nínahónila gháádé, dúyé nahendehé edítsi. 

Dehcho zhíeh, Dene Nahenatthee 

Zhádéhtth’i-ke, nahecho gozhatié 

t’áhogedehthi, ezhi gháádé dúh gots’êh 

zhundaa dáodéhthaa Dene thídlî gots’ç xáádé 

met’áh edets’ç k’aúdéh gha gôndi thítsî.  

  

Dúhdzêh, Dene kéhle åíé kádeæa zôh athít’e 

gots’êh Nahendehé káa see ehtth’i nahets’êh 

ôt’e eníddhê t’áh nádadítse gots’êh 

Nahendehé k’eh edets’ç k’aúdéh dídi. 

 

Nahîî, Dehcho Gáh Got’îê, nádadítse t’áh 

Dene nahenatthee zhádéhtth’i-ke 

Declaration of Rights 

Dehcho First Nation 
 

 

We the Dene of the Dehcho have lived 

on our homeland according to our own 

laws and system of government since 

time immemorial. 

 

Our homeland is comprised of the an-

cestral territories and waters of the 

Dehcho Dene. We were put here by 

the Creator as keepers of our waters 

and lands.  

 

The Peace Treaties of 1899 and 1921 

with the non-Dene recognize the in-

herent political rights and powers of 

the Dehcho First Nation. Only sover-

eign     peoples can make treaties with 

each other. Therefore our aboriginal 

rights    and titles  and oral treaties 

cannot be extinguished by any Euro-

Canadian   government.  

 

Our laws from the Creator do not al-

low us to cede, release, surrender or        

extinguish our inherent rights. The 

leadership of the Dehcho upholds the 

teachings  of the Elders as the guiding 

principles of Dene government now 

and in  the future.  

 

Today we reaffirm, assert and exercise 

our inherent rights and powers to    

govern ourselves as a nation. 

 

We the Dene of the Dehcho stand firm 
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 Report on Dehcho Process 
June 19, 2012 

Summary  
 
Negotiations on harvesting, governance issues, and other subjects to be included in an AiP, 
have proceeded slowly but steadily, but no negotiations on anything related to the manage-
ment of lands and resources or land ownership have yet occurred.  Although there have not 
yet been any negotiations on lands and resources, Canada and the GNWT have indicated that 
they will only negotiate a Dehcho Agreement which is “comparable” to other Comprehensive 
Claim agreements in the NWT. 
A draft Interim Land Use Plan will soon be sent to the main table for negotiations on several 
important items.  The new draft Plan has been revised to reflect the demands of Canada and 
the GNWT and is very different from the Plan approved by the DFN in 2006.   
 
AiP Negotiations 
 
Preamble and Recognition of Dehcho Métis 
 
We have tabled a draft Preamble which is based on the Dehcho Declaration of 1993.  In addi-
tion to outlining the DFN position on treaties and the inherent right of self-government, the draft 
includes wording which would note the special circumstances and history of Dehcho Métis. 
 
Land Ownership and Resource Management 
 
The Dene versions of Treaties 8 and 11 say that the Dene agreed to share their lands and re-
sources with non-Dene settlers, in exchange for assistance with health, education and hous-
ing.  The original Dehcho Proposal would have produced an agreement based on “shared 
stewardship”, in which Canada and the DFN would jointly own and manage the entire Dehcho 
territory, rather than dividing it through land selection.  Although it may not be ideal, land selec-
tion is seen by some Dene as an alternative means of sharing lands and resources, and is 
therefore consistent with the treaties. 
Even in a land selection model there is no intention of surrendering or giving up a Dene role in 
managing lands and resources throughout the Dehcho traditional territory.  Through land use 
planning and the Dehcho Resource Management  
 
Authority the Dehcho Dene would continue to participate in the management of lands and re-
sources throughout the entire Dehcho traditional territory.  The DFN have proposed a “stand 
alone” DCRMA, outside of the MVRMA, which would manage lands and resources throughout 
the Dehcho Territory  
 

Access 
 
The draft chapter on access to Dehcho Ndehe by persons who are not Dehcho Citizens was 
drafted by federal lawyers and more than 70 footnotes were added to indicate DFN issues and 
concerns to be addressed by the main table.  In the draft Access chapter tabled by Canada, 
non-Dene will have extensive rights to access and use lands owned by the Dehcho, and Can-
ada will have the jurisdiction to enact legislation governing access by non-Natives to Dehcho 
settlement lands (selected lands), after consulting with the Dehcho Government.  In response, 
we have proposed that the Dehcho Government have exclusive authority to legislate terms 
and conditions for non-Dene access to Dehcho Ndehe, after consulting with Canada. 
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Land and Water Management – DCRMA or MVRMA? 
 
The DFN have proposed that the Dehcho Government and Canada would have shared man-
agement and administration of surface and subsurface lands and resources throughout the 
DFN traditional territory, called the Dehcho Settlement Area.  This would include joint land use 
planning, environmental assessment, and regulatory approval. The management and admini-
stration of lands and resources within Dehcho Ndehe and off Dehcho Ndehe will be the re-
sponsibility of the Dehcho Resource Management Authority (DCRMA).  The DCRMA would 
operate independently of the MVRMA and consolidate land use planning, permitting and envi-
ronmental assessments in a single body.   
For transboundary purposes, the functions of the DCRMA would be harmonized with the 
Mackenzie Valley Environmental Impact Review Board (MVEIRB) and the Mackenzie Valley 
Land and Water Board (MVLWB), established under the Mackenzie Valley Resource Manage-
ment Act.  
 
In the 2005 Settlement Agreement which ended the DFN legal challenge to the MVRMA, Can-
ada committed to negotiations on the powers and responsibilities of a stand alone DCRMA.  In 
2009 the Minister of INAC agreed to give his negotiators instructions to explore the DFN pro-
posal for a consolidated system of resource management based on the DCRMA model.  How-
ever, Canada refused to begin any negotiations on a DCRMA until INAC completed an internal 
review of Neil McCrank’s 2008 report on the NWT regulatory system and INAC completes in-
ternal discussions. 
 
Early in 2010 the Minister of INAC announced that Canada had finished its’ review of the 
McCrank report and would implement most of McCrank’s recommendations.  INAC appointed 
John Pollard to hold consultations with First Nations and the GNWT.  Those discussions are 
now underway, however they will not address any of the issues which the DFN have identified 
as crucial to governing land and water in the Dehcho.  The Pollard discussions will not address 
the DFN demand for a stand-alone MVRMA because they are concerned mainly with merging 
the existing regional land and water boards into a single NWT Land and Water Board under 
the MVRMA.  Furthermore, the Gwich’in, Sahtu and Tlicho final land claim agreements all state 
that Canada has the right to merge the current regional land and water boards into a single 
NWT Land and Water Board. 
Over the past year, the DFN leadership reaffirmed that the DFN intend to establish a DCRMA 
which is not governed by the MVRMA.  It is therefore not in the interests of the DFN to partici-
pate in the Pollard process or any other parallel process addressing the management of natu-
ral resources.  Any discussions with Canada on resource management outside of the MVRMA 
must take place within the Dehcho Process.  The DFN will continue to insist that Canada hon-
our the commitments made in the 2005 Settlement Agreement, and by the Minister in 2009, 
and immediately begin negotiations on a stand alone DCRMA. 

Wildlife Harvesting and Trapping 
The Dehcho Agreement will recognize the right of all Dehcho Dene to hunt, fish, trap and 
gather plants throughout the entire traditional territory of the Dehcho First Nations, not only on 
selected lands. The draft AiP chapter on Wildlife Harvesting says: 
 

W.1.1 Dehcho Citizens have the right to Harvest all species of Wildlife, including Fur-
bearers, throughout the area shown in the map attached as Appendix A at all 
times of the year.   

W.1.2 Dehcho Citizens have the exclusive right to harvest Furbearers in Dehcho 
Ndehe and Dehcho community lands at all times of the year. This right does not 
preclude others from harvesting Furbearers in Dehcho Ndehe or Dehcho com-
munity lands with the consent of the Dehcho Government.  
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The map which will be attached as Appendix A will show that harvesting rights continue 
throughout the entire Dehcho traditional territory.  In addition, Dehcho Dene will have the ex-
clusive right to trap on selected lands (Dehcho Ndehe). 
As for jurisdiction over wildlife management and harvesting, the DFN have proposed that the 
Dehcho Government will have exclusive jurisdiction over wildlife on selected lands (Dehcho 
Ndehe). The GNWT (supported by Canada) suggests that it should have jurisdiction through-
out the NWT, including the Dehcho.  Their rationale is that since animals migrate, it is essential 
that a single central government manage wildlife throughout the NWT. 
 

W.1.5 Within Dehcho Ndehe the Dehcho Government retains the authority to manage 
and conserve Wildlife and will exercise that authority in a manner that is consis-
tent with the Dehcho Agreement. On Dehcho community lands, local Dehcho 
community governments retain these authorities. 

Harvesters’ Compensation 
 
This chapter would provide a “strict liability” regime for compensating harvesters who are nega-
tively impacted by industrial development.  In other NWT land claim agreements only trappers 
have access to the compensation provisions of this chapter.  In the draft tabled by the DFN, all 
harvesters, including those who harvest berries and other plants, would have access to the 
streamlined compensation process. 
The DFN proposal also provides for the establishment of a Traditional Activities Advocate who 
would assist harvesters in making compensation claims and issue annual reports on the state 
of harvesting and traditional activities in the Dehcho Settlement Area.  The reports would iden-
tify threats and potential threats to harvesting activities and will make recommendations to De-
velopers and the appropriate Governments for reducing, mitigating or eliminating such threats.   
Canada and the GNWT continue to take the position that the range of harvesting activities cov-
ered by this chapter should be narrowed to cover trapping only.  They oppose our proposal for 
a Traditional Activities Advocate, on the grounds that the Dehcho Government alone should 
represent harvesters.  The GNWT has recently indicated that it would agree to a TAA who 
would make recommendations to all governments, as long as the position is created and fully 
funded by the Dehcho Government.   

Tree Harvesting 
 
The GNWT tabled a draft which has been discussed by both the LTC and the main table.  Un-
der the draft chapter the Dehcho Government would own trees on Dehcho Ndehe and would 
have the right to harvest trees for personal and subsistence use throughout the Settlement 
Area outside of Dehcho Ndehe. 
Canada and the GNWT oppose setting out any commercial harvesting rights in the Dehcho 
Agreement.  If any commercial tree harvesting rights are protected they will be addressed in a 
separate chapter. 
We are also awaiting feedback and direction from the DFN leadership as to what further con-
cerns should be expressed from our side. 

Governance 
 
In 2010, DFN tabled a lengthy chapter on Governance which outlines the structures and au-
thorities of the Dehcho Government.  It has been discussed briefly and will be the subject of 
further discussion. 
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Community Governance 
 
DFN negotiators have prepared a draft AiP chapter on the governance of community lands.  In 
some ways it is similar to the Tlicho model, but in other ways is unique.  For example, while 
Tlicho community governments are implemented through GNWT laws, the Dehcho proposal 
would recognize community governments through the Dehcho Agreement and through imple-
mentation legislation, not through ordinary territorial legislation.  The draft chapter would also 
recognize the right of Dehcho communities to choose their leadership through traditional Dene 
customs rather than through elections. 
DFN communities will each have there own constitution, which can be developed with the as-
sistance of DFN staff. 

Education 
 
The DFN position is that in Treaties 8 and 11 Canada promised to provide free education for 
Dehcho Dene so that they could have the opportunity to learn skills which would allow them to 
compete for jobs in the emerging economy.  The Dehcho Proposal calls for multi-year block 
funding for health, education and housing in recognition of the commitments made in the Trea-
ties.   
The DFN have proposed that the Dehcho Government should have jurisdiction over the devel-
opment and approval of curriculum, the setting of standards for graduation, and the hiring of 
school staff, including teachers.  The GNWT initially agreed that the Dehcho Government 
would have jurisdiction in some areas, but they insisted on having jurisdiction over the 
“curriculum framework”.   
Recently the GNWT changed their position.  They now agree to recognize Dehcho jurisdiction 
over K-12 education, including over curriculum, including core curriculum.  It should be noted 
that there is no guarantee that diplomas issued by a completely independent Dehcho high 
school would be recognized by post-secondary institutions outside of the Dehcho. 

Expropriation 
 

NWT land claim agreements include provisions allowing Canada and the GNWT to expropriate 
land owned by First Nations’ governments if it is necessary for public purposes. First Nations 
are compensated when their land is expropriated.  The DFN have proposed restrictions on the 
power of expropriation so that the size of Dehcho Ndehe (selected lands) could not be reduced 
and requiring that compensation for expropriation should always take the form of land rather 
than cash.  Both Canada and the GNWT argue that they need more flexibility to expropriate 
when necessary, and they have rejected these DFN proposals. 
Another significant issue to be addressed is Ex.2.7: 
Ex.2.7 Where determined by the Dehcho Government, lands acquired by the Dehcho Govern-

ment in exchange for expropriated lands will, whenever possible, be contiguous with 
Dehcho Ndehe. 

Canada probably will continue to object to a requirement for exchanged lands to be contigu-
ous, unless DFN select single block of contiguous lands, like Tlicho.  Canada also objects to 
the phrase “whenever possible”, as this bar is virtually impossible to meet. 
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Certainty 
There will be no “extinguishment” of Treaty or Aboriginal rights or title in the Dehcho AiP or fi-
nal agreement.  However, Canada expects the DFN to either agree that all the rights and juris-
diction which the Dehcho have are fully set out in the Dehcho Agreement, or that they will not 
assert or exercise any rights not set out in the Agreement.   
Canada has proposed Certainty clauses based on the Tlicho model.  If the Tlicho certainty 
model is used, the DFN would agree that if there are any Aboriginal or Treaty rights which are 
not set out in the final land claim and governance agreement, they will not be asserted or exer-
cised.  The agreement will be binding on all DFN members.  This is known as the “non-
assertion” model.  If the non-assertion model is used, DFN must also agree that if a court de-
clares that the non-assertion clause is not legally effective, DFN will cede, release and surren-
der any rights which are not set out in the final Agreement.  

We have tabled an alternative Certainty chapter which would modify existing Treaty and Abo-
riginal rights so that they are fully set out in the Dehcho Agreement.  This model would not re-
quire any commitment to cede, release and surrender, since it is clear that all DFN s. 35 rights 
are fully set out in the Agreement.  However, it should be noted that if this Certainty model is 
used, Canada may not agree to include a “faint hope” clause which allow for the remote possi-
bility of later amending the final agreement to include “new” rights not related to lands or re-
sources. 
 
Next Steps 
 
The next negotiation sessions will be held July 10-12 by video teleconference and will include 
a workshop on governance issues. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Consistent with Tlicho 20.4.1, although Canada notes that “it is important to note that this clause was ac-
ceptable in Tlicho because they selected one contiguous block of land, equal surface and subsurface. Also, 
the language in Tlicho is that the expropriating authority shall offer available lands that are adjacent to Tli-
cho lands. Key words here being ‘offer’ and ‘available’. Dehcho’s 2.6 does not have either of those, therefore 
limiting the possibility of finding suitable replacement lands.” 
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Appendix A 
Edehzhie 
 
The DFN entered into the PAS in the 1990s on the understanding that it would lead to the per-
manent protection of at least part of the Edehzhie.  Since 2002 an Order-in-Council had pro-
tected Edehzhie from mineral staking and exploration through a withdrawal of the subsurface.  
The OiC was renewed in 2007 and renewed again in 2008.  However, on October 28, 2010 
Canada allowed the subsurface withdrawal to expire, leaving the entire Edehzhie open to min-
eral staking, exploration and mining.   
After Canada failed to respond to letters asking for protection to be continued, the DFN 
launched an application for judicial review in November, 2010.  The application asks the court 
to rule that Canada broke its agreement with DFN when it unilaterally terminated subsurface 
protection and opened Edehzhie to mining. 
In December, 2011 Canada issued a new OiC which restored subsurface protection for the 
part of Edehzhie which would form the permanent NWA boundaries under the recommenda-
tions of the EWG, which the DFN leadership approved in 2009.  This area is approximately 
57% of the Candidate Area. 
 
Land Use Plan 
 
The Planning Committee has completed major revisions to the Interim Land Use Plan.  Most of 
the revisions were demanded by Canada and the GNWT, to permit industrial activity in conser-
vation zones, change “special management zones” into “special development zones” which 
permit industrial activity, and generally make the Dehcho more open to development than it 
would be under the Plan approved by DFN in 2006. 
The LUPC have indicated that they will soon be sending the draft Interim Plan to the Main Ta-
ble with several very important issues still to be resolved by negotiators.  Federal negotiators 
have said that the draft ILUP will go through an extensive internal review before they will be 
prepared to discuss it with DFN  
 
ADK 
 
In July 2008, Canada, the Acho Dene Koe First Nation and the GNWT signed a framework 
agreement to enter into comprehensive land claim negotiations outside of the Dehcho Proc-
ess.  It quickly became clear that ADK intends to select lands from within the primary use ar-
eas of SKDB and NBDB. 
SKDB and NBDB attempted to negotiate a boundary agreement with ADK, and sought consul-
tations with Canada before the ADK process results in the signing of an AiP.  The attempt at 
negotiations stalled because of ADK intransigence and Canada’s refusal to consult prior to the 
signing of an AiP.  SKDB and NBDB took legal action seeking an order requiring Canada to 
consult with them before signing an AiP.  The case was heard in Federal Court in Calgary in 
November.  
The Court has now ruled in favour of SK and NB and ordered Canada to consult with them be-
fore finalizing the AiP with ADK  
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Annual General Assembly – AAROM Report on 2011-12 Activities – June, 2012 

 

Once again, we had a busy and productive year with projects conducted in most communities. We were 

also able to form some new partnerships to address community concerns. Baseline contaminants levels 

in water and fish have always been a concern of people in the Dehcho being downstream of “Tar Sands” 

and other developments in the Mackenzie River basin in the provinces to the south. We are working to 

include baseline contaminants studies in water and fish starting this year. 

Community Projects summary: 

 

Katlodeeche and West Point First Nations were contracted to collect data useful in the management of Great 

Slave Lake fisheries. They provided two captains and two field assistants and two fishing vessels to set and lift 

nets to provide information on Great Slave Lake fish stocks; particularly Conney.  

 

The Deh Gah Gotie First Nation through the Fort Providence Resource Management Board increased their 

monitoring efforts to address issues with the very busy sports fishery which occurs in their traditional fishing 

area. A spring meeting was organized by the Fort Providence Resource Mgmt. Board to bring the Chief and 

Council, AAROM and Department of Fisheries and Oceans together to discuss management actions to control 

the fishery. Recommendations ranged from complete closure of the fishery to increased monitoring to reduc-

ing allowable harvest.  As a result of these recommendations, for the 2012-13 season, DFO has reduced the 

pike limits to one per day and one in possession and Walleye limits were reduced to 1 daily and three in pos-

session. These limits were extended to include the Mackenzie River Mgmt Area and the Horn River and Mills 

Lake where fishing is also increasing. 

 

Information on the Sports fishery collected by the FPRMB with AAROM funding confirmed local knowledge 

that the sports fishery has been increasing rapidly especially in the past few years. DFO was able to act 

quickly with the availability of this data. 

 

The Sambaa K’e Dene Band continued their long term research and monitoring program on Sambaa K’e 

(Trout Lake). They monitored the sports fishery which has been dropping off recently with the recession. They 

are also beginning to monitor water quality. A string of temperature loggers set in one meter intervals col-

lected data on water temperature. They also collected data on dissolved oxygen, pH, and total dissolved solids. 

These measurements are important to track changes due to climate change. 

 

The Ka’a’gee Tu First Nation for the third year monitored the sports fishery on the Kakisa River. They will 

also be involved with a stock assessment study of the Tathlina Lake walleye fish stocks this winter. Pike and 

walleye samples were provided to Environment Canada to measure mercury levels as well as other metals. 

(The KTFN is also working with AANDC (INAC) on a monitoring study of possible effects of the Cameron 

Hills oil and gas development).  

 

The Jean Marie First Nation for the third year monitored activity on their stretch of the Mackenzie as well as col-

lecting DO, pH, conductivity and temperature data. The Dene Band is also involved in establishing a “Protected 

Area Strategy” (PAS) Lue Túé Sulái Candidate Area. AAROM cooperated in the study by providing working with 

a contracted ecologist to produce an Ecological Assessment report for the PAS. JMR also provided fish samples 

from Ekali (Kelly) Lake and Sanguez Lake to test mercury levels in fish during the fall and winter. 
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Winter fishing at Sanguez Lake; Rufus Sanguez, Travis Minoza and George low. 

The Nahanni Butte Dene Band continued to monitor activity on the Nahanni and Liard rivers in 

their area. They also collected data on DO, pH, conductivity and surface temperature. The Dene 

Band and AAROM are planning to increase monitoring efforts in the Area by partnering with 

Parks Canada to test fish for metal levels including mercury, arsenic and zinc. 

 

The Liidlii Kue First Nation completed their second season of monitoring on the Mackenzie 

River. They are getting a handle on the usages of the resources in their area through monitoring 

and traditional knowledge information. They set a water quality instrument for the NWT Water 

Strategy program this year and we hope to make this a long-term monitoring study to establish 

baseline data on the river. They have expressed an interest in expanding their program next sea-

son to include baseline measurements of contaminants. AAROM has obtained a report from En-

vironment Canada with annual data on metals and some contaminants such as pesticides which 

will be used to form baseline data once it is interpreted. 

 

Materials for a storage garage were freighted to the community last summer but due to a busy 

summer and fall monitoring the Enbridge Pipeline spill the garage still needs to be built. 

AAROM needs to meet with the Chief and Council for this year’s projects 
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Progress on AAROM Items arising from community issues and concerns; 

 

Concern about mercury levels in predatory fish. Levels of mercury in fish from some inland 

lakes in the Mackenzie Valley have been found to be increasing. It is necessary to collect fish sam-

ples from fishing lakes to check on the present levels of mercury. AAROM has been partnering with 

the Northern Contaminant Program to update mercury testing of fish in Dehcho lakes which are 

used by the communities. GNWT, Health and Social Services has issued consumption advisories on 

some lakes for some species. Other lakes and species were found to be good sources of fish for the 

dinner table. 
 

AAROM has a booth on the assembly grounds which will supply information on safe sources of fish 

and consumption advisories. GNWT, Health and Social Services will be at the booth on Tuesday. 

 

AAROM has a project this year to discuss contaminants in the aquatic environment with community 

members, with an emphasis on “A Return to Country Food”. Community members will be surveyed 

to gather information on their perception of the safety of country food and water in the Dehcho; in 

regards to mercury levels we will develop a list of low risk sources of fish in Dehcho communities; 

there will be a three day workshop in Jean Marie River to discuss these issues. 

 

Dehcho AAROM assisted travel to conferences; 

 

Grand Chief Sam Gargan and elder Sam Elise were assisted with travel costs to attend; “The Keep-

ers of the Waters” conference in Lac Brocet, Manitoba. 

 

Chief Dolphus Jumbo of Sambaa K’e, Peter Sabourin of Katlodeeche and Margaret Ireland of Jean 

Marie River attended the Assembly of First Nations Water conference in March. 

 

Youth Activities; 
 

Dehcho AAROM provided support for the annual “Youth Ecology Camp” hosted by the  

      Nahanni Butte Dene Band and Parks Canada. The camp was in Nahanni National Park at 

      Rabbit Kettle Hot Springs. Bruce Townsend presented the Aquatic Ecology modules on  

      behalf of AAROM at the camp. (Bruce will be doing his thing at the AAROM Booth during 

      the assembly) 

This summer’s Ecology Camp will be hosted by Katlodeeche at Sandy Creek. Should be a 

      great time for all. 

Dehcho AAROM is sponsoring a trip to Saskatoon to visit the National Hydrology  

      Research Center, the University of Saskatchewan and the Aboriginal “Wanuskewin  

      Heritage Park”. (See attached Poster)  

 

Partnerships; 

Our major partner, the Department of fisheries and Oceans (DFO) provided core funding to run the 

AAROM program and provided Aboriginal Fisheries Strategy funding for community research and 

monitoring projects 

 

GNWT, ENR; Agreement to provide ecology assessment and report on the  Lue Túé Sulái Candi-

date Area for a Protected Area Strategy (PAS) 
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Aboriginal Affairs and Northern Development Canada (AANDC), Northern Contaminants Program 

(NCP), Environment Canada (EC) and GNWT, Health and Social Services; NCP funding to obtain 

and analyse fish samples for mercury levels; EC analysed the samples and GNWT, Health provided 

consumption advisories when necessary. 

AANDC, Cumulative Impact Monitoring Program (CIMP) provided funding for the review of the 

Dehcho AAROM program according to their “Pathways Protocols” 

AANDC CIMP; provided funding for the CABiN Stream Assessment of the Jean Marie River near a 

contaminated site remediation project. They also provided funding for a “CABiN Field Assistant” 

course but EC technicians were unable to attend due to program review priorities. 

ENR, NWT Water Strategy Program supplied us with a water quality instrument for deployment in 

the Mackenzie River. We expect to beef up our partnership with this group this year. 

 

Dehcho AAROM Program Funding; 

 

DFO funding of the AAROM program was $ 400 000.00 for fiscal year 2011-12. 

 

The DFO, AFS program provided 248 K for fisheries related projects in the Dehcho in  

       2011-12. 

 

AANDC, Northern Contaminants Program provided 25 K for Dehcho mercury projects   

 

AANDC, CIMP provided 34K for Pathways program review 

 

AANDC, CIMP provided 33 K for Stream Assessment survey of Jean Marie River, survey of the 

Cameron River and CABiN Protocol training. (19 K was returned when CABiN training was can-

celled) 

 

ENR, PAS provided 30 K for the ecological assessment of Ekali, Sanguez and Gargan lakes  

 

 

 
George Low;     Mike Low 

AAROM Coordinator   AAROM Technical Advisor 

Dehcho First Nations   Dehcho First Nations 

867 874 1248    867 875 7522 

geobarbgeo@hotmail.com   jmichaellow@gmail.com 

 

 

 

 

Youth Poster attached below 

 

 

 

mailto:geobarbgeo@hotmail.com
mailto:jmichaellow@gmail.com
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We will also be visiting 
WANUSKEWIN HERITAGE PARK

www.wanuskewin.com
Sponsored by the Dehcho AAROM program and AANDC Northern Contaminants Program

Expenses paid                     

There is an opportunity for students grades 9 to 12,who are 
interested in Science, to visit the National Hydrology Research 
Centre and the University of Saskatchewan  this summer 
during the week of July 23rd. 
Map out your career!
Contact your school office
Or George Low
867 874 1248
For details
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       Language Program 2011-2012 

 

   

       Dehcho First Nations received Language funding from the GNWT – Department of Education,  

       Culture and Employment.  Dehcho First Nations administration held the contribution agreement  

       and distributed funds to the ten member organizations.  The community allocations are determined 

       by formula (population percentage) per community of the 1996 census. 

 

Purpose 

 

       The purpose of the funding is to promote, preserve, and revitalize the everyday use of the Dene 

       Zhatie and culture in all the Dehcho Communities. In addition to working with the youth, it pro- 

       poses to include opportunities for the Elders. Our Elders continue to remain the link between  

       traditional Dene Values and beliefs and the modern world.  

 

Goals and Objectives 

 

       To restore the language, culture and values to all generations in the Dehcho communities and to 

       contribute to social well being and to continue maintaining our identity in the face of change.  

       Program objectives include reviving, enhancing and encouraging daily use of Dene Zhatie and  

       culture in the communities; preserving existing written and oral Dene Zhatie resources for current 

       and future generations; and to record and document language and cultural activities for development 

       of language and cultural teaching and learning materials whilst respecting the local dialects.  

 

       The goals are two-fold. One is to enable youth to learn their Dene Zhatie, and learn traditional  

       beliefs and activities they can pass down to their children, while eventually bridging the gap  

       between the Elders, the youth within the community.  

 

      The objective will provide Elders /Youth activities that will promote: 

The Dene Zhatie; traditional morals, values, beliefs and spirituality; 

Culture/traditional activities or events; 

The strengthening of Elders/Youth relationship; re-opening the lines of communication between  

the generations, with all will increase the use of the Dene Zhatie by way of: 

Elders’ teachings, 

Day or weekend on the land activities, 

Drum Dance, 

The promotion of upcoming and successful activities.  
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           For fiscal year 2011-2012, Dehcho First Nations received $224,500.00 for the Dehcho region.   

           Allocations of the funding are as follows: 

  

Community Projects: 

Acho Dene Koe    $24,715.50 

Deh Gah Got’ie Dene Council  $40,206.22 

Jean Marie River First Nation    $9,224.75 

Ka’a’gee Tue First Nation  $23,307.25 

Katl’odeeche First Nation    $7,112.38 

Liidlii Kue First Nation   $44,431.00 

Nahanni Butte Dene Band    $9,224.75 

Pehdzeh Ki First Nation   $17,674.25 

Sambaa K’e Dene Band     $8,520.62 

West Point First Nation     $6,408.25 

  

Administration Costs: 

Coordinator’s Salary & Benefits  $28,500.00 

Office Expenses      $5,175.00 

  

  TOTAL            $224,500.00 

 

 

            To summarize a couple of the activities done by the member communities: 

 

            Jean Marie River First Nation issued language bonuses to their staff that spoke the language,  

            issued honorariums to elders that participated in meetings, and held traditional and cultural 

            activities involving the youth and the elders.  Sewing classes were held that worked in conjunct- 

             tion with the Brighter Futures program.  

 

             West Point First Nation hosted Youth Workshop in which the youth were taught basic Dene  

             language and words, storytelling, rabbit snaring, bannock making, dream catcher making,  

             bead work, mitten making, and the use of moose hide.  
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        Literacy Program 2011-2012 
  

       The Dehcho First Nations received financial assistance from the GNWT- Department of  

       Education, Culture and Employment to provide funding for the South Slavey Literacy  

       Project. The community allocations are determined on a “first come, first serve” basis. 

 

       Purpose 

 

       To utilize traditional story telling techniques and cultural activities and develop accessible 

       language resources and visual aids to encourage people of all generation to learn, retain and 

       respect local Dene Zhatie.  

 

       Goals and Objectives 

 

To revive and encourage day to day usage of Dene Zhatie and culture, 

To utilize traditional story telling techniques and cultural activities to retrieve Dene Zhati 

 amongst all generations, 

To preserve existing Dene Zhatie and cultural awareness, 

To develop accessible Dene Zhatie and cultural awareness, 

To utilize skills and knowledge of elders regarding all aspects of language and cultural  

activities which will enhance and encourage the youth and Dene people. 

 

      For fiscal year 2011-2012, Dehcho First Nations received $60,000.00 for the Dehcho  

      region.  Allocations of the funding are as follows: 

  

Community Projects:  
Deh Gah Got’ie Dene Council            $20,000.00 

Jean Marie River First Nation   $ 5,000.00 

Pehdzeh Ki First Nation             $20,000.00 

Sambaa K’e Dene Band             $10,000.00 

  

       TOTAL         $60,000.00 

 

      To summarize a couple of the activities done by the member communities: 

 

       Deh Gah Got’ie Dene Council interviewed elders in the community to keep their stories on 

       record, and are developing resource materials to help teach the language.   Developing a 

       Zhahti Kue Topical dictionary is currently on hold until community workshop takes place. 

 

       Pehdzeh Ki First Nation held a culture camp at Willow River in which elders, youth and 

       members of the community. Youth and community members took part in moose hide  

       making, dry fish and dry meat making, storytelling, sewing and beaver pelt fixing, and  

       preparing fish, rabbit, beaver and chicken.  The youth will be developing a book with the 

       stories that they collected from the elders.  PKFN also sponsored a team to participate in 

       the hand games tournament held in Tulita.   
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       For more information on the Language or Literacy Program, please contact the Dehcho  

       First Nations at 1-866-995-3748 or by email at dcfn@dehcho.org.  
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